EXAMPLE
1 case (twelve .75 ltr bottles) = 304 ounces and yields 243 1¼ ounce pours
With just 1¼ ounce over pour per drink you only get 203 drinks per case
At $6 a drink, the bar owner could be losing $240 profit per case
7 cases a week results in $87,360 of lost profit per year!

Free pouring is the same as leaving money on the bar!

Why Premium Pours are “Best in the Bar”...

1) Pourer ball bearings don’t fall into the bottle thanks to our special patented design.

2) Smoother pour with less sticking ensured by a primer ring to channel liquor around the inner ball bearing.

3) Greater accuracy means more profit per bottle thanks to the patented three ball design.

4) Easy removal with our “lock-on” collar.

5) Four popular shot sizes ¾, 1, 1¼, 1½ ounces.

6) Four colors - blue, clear, green and red.

7) Wide cork (larger bottles) and flip-tops (to keep the fruit flies out) available.
Bar Maid offers nearly 100 choices of Pourers to earn you more Profit for your business!

Whiskygate “3 Count” Pourers
- Approximately 3 seconds for a 1 ounce pour
- Available with collars and/or screens
- 3 colors
- Whiskygate Dust Caps also available
Product Part Numbers

Betterway Pourers
- Economical one-piece pourer
- 9 colors
- Betterway Universal Dust Covers
- Kover-All Universal Dust Caps
Product Part Numbers
CR-301 Through CR-300UN

Chrome Pourers
Product Part Numbers
CR-220P Free-Flowing Speed Pourer
CR-285P Tapered Medium Speed Pourer
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